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Abstract

points using some grasp indices[6]-[10]. Li. et al.[6]
de ned a grasp index which is made up of the singular v alue of grasp matrix, the volume of wrench space,
and the task ellipsoid. They focused optimal grasp
points b y optimization of the de ned grasp index. In
this method, the required maximum forces for all directions of each ngertip not only must be known, but
also the procedure of computing the de ned grasp index is rather complex. Cutkosky[7] de ned various
analytical grasp indices for grasp modeling and e ectively choosing grasp points, and also classi ed systematic grasp styles considering the grasp geometry
and the w ork c haracteristics ofgiven task. Through
Cutkosky's w ork, it is known that grasp con guration and manipulability of multi- ngered hands may
be di erent as the grasp styles. Therefore, we can notice that grasp points should be carefully chosen b y
considering the objective of giv en task.Park, et al.[8]
proposed tw o di erent grasp indices, uncertainty grasp
index and task compatibility grasp index, where force
and velocity transmission ratios are used to consider
both the force domain and velocit y domain. Since this
method is based on hybrid position and force control,
the task space must be classi ed in advance. Thus, the
method can be applied to limited cases. In [9], threengered grasp syn thesis has been studied for polygonal object in tw o-dimensionalspace. Here, feasible
grasp combinations are sorted as the con tactmodels
and force closure grasp based on the object geometry is constructed. Also, grasp search using heuristic
function is treated to nd the optimal grasp points.
In this process of searching the optimal grasp points,
the normal directional contact betw een nger and object is only treated and the heuristic function is dependent upon the limited geometrical condition. So,
the method is not easy to extend three-dimensional
space and also the manipulable grasp characteristic is
not considered yet. In [10][11], optimal grasp points

When a multi- ngered hand grasps an obje ct, the
ways to grasp it stably are in nite, and thus an optimal grasp planning is ne cessary to nd the optimal
grasp points for achieving the obje ctive of the given
task. F or this, we rst de ne several grasp indic esto
evaluate the quality of each feasible grasp. Since the
physical meanings of the de ned grasp indices ar e different from each other, it is not easy to combine those
indic es to identify the optimal grasping. In this p ap er,
we propose a new generalized grasping performance index to r epresent all of the grasp indices as one measur e
based on a non-dimensionalizing technique. Through
simulations, we show the trend of the propose d optimal grasp planning is coincident to the physical sense
of human grasping.
Keywords : multi- ngered hand, optimal grasp planning, generalized grasping performance index

1 Introduction
When a multi- ngered hand grasps an object, the
w aysto grasp it stably are in nite and th us an optimal grasp planning is required to nd the optimal
grasp points to satisfy the objective of the given task.
In determination of grasp points on object, it is very
important to select grasp points in such a way to minimize the grasp error caused by external uncertainties.
Even though the selected grasp points are stable, the
most stable grasp points are necessary for dextrous
manipulation of object.
Many researc h w orks ha ve focused on the eld
of manipulating object grasped b y multi- ngered
hands[1]-[5]. F or dextrous manipulation of object, it
is necessary to grasp the most stable points on object. Some researchers tried to nd the proper grasp
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Here, w e rst de ne sev eral grasp indices to evaluate the grasp points for optimal grasp. Then, w e
propose a non-dimensionalized composite grasp index
which combines the grasp indices as one measure after normalizing each grasp index. The optimal grasp
points in this paper implies the points at which the
non-dimensionalized composite grasp index is maximized.

based on the self-posture changeability of each nger
w as reported.
In this paper, we propose a method to nd the optimal grasp points of the giv en object with respect
to a non-dimensionalized composite grasp index. In
section 2, we rst de ne several grasp indices to evaluate the quality of each feasible grasp and then de ne
a non-dimensionalized composite grasp index which
combines all of the grasp indices as one measure. In
section 3, simulation results show the feasibility of the
proposed optimal grasp planning method comparing
to the physical sense of human grasping. Also, we discuss the trend of each grasp index as the grasp polygons. Finally, concluding remarks are summarized in
section 4.

2.1 Stability Grasp Index
The stability grasp index is de ned as the quantitativ e index to evaluate the capability of withstanding
external force. F or example, consider a L-type object
grasped by multi- ngered hand shown in Figure 2.
c

2 Grasp Index

b

When a multi- ngered hand grasps an object, contact area of eac h nger on object can be classied both the feasible con tact region(F CR) and the
feasible grasp region(F GR). F CR means the kinematically reac hable con tactregion and F GR implies
the grasp region considering friction cone. Also,
those regions can be detected through visual signal
processing[4][16 ][17 ].
F or stable grasping and manipulation of object, it
is very important to select the stable grasp points
and then proper hand/arm coordination may be required to guarantee stable manipulation for the given
trajectory[1]-[3]. Therefore, an optimal grasp planning
is necessary to nd the optimal grasp points. Also,
since optimal grasp planning problem is associated
with the control objective of given task including the
geometry of object and the structure of hand[7], task
constraints, object constraints, and hand constraints
should be simultaneously considered to search the optimal grasp points as sho wn in Figure 1.

d

e

Figure 2: Grasp points for L-type object.
There exists three types of grasp points as sho wn
in Figure 3. In case that a nger grasps the con vex
vertex of object like Figure 3(b), the nger may be
unstable by small external disturbance.
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C o n s tr a in t s

Hand
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Figure 3: T ypes of grasp points: (a) edge (b) convex
vertex (c) concave vertex.
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The concave vertex of Figure 3(c) is not easy to
grasp, and also the manipulable range of the nger
is limited. Therefore, those points are not adequate
as stable and dextrous grasp points. F or example,
when a three- ngered hand grasps an object shown in
Figure 2, grasp polygon ace are more unstable than
bde. In this sense, we exclude those points among the
candidates of optimal grasp points in advance.

Figure 1: Optimal grasp of multi- ngered hand.
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Consider Figure 4 that sho ws the grasp triangles
dra wn b y connecting the three contact points. The
more a grasp triangle forms a regular trianglestructure, the more it forms the form closure grasp[9].
Therefore, we can notice that the desired grasp points
should be selected to form a regular polygon structure for stable grasp. In this viewpoint, we de ne the
stabilit y grasp index, IS , as follows:
IS

=
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Figure 4: Grasp triangle as grasp location: (a) an y
point in F GR (b) center point in F GR.
where
i

de

=

p

(xi

xio )2 + (yi

yio )2 + (zi

zio )2 ;

and xi , yi , and zi denote the x-, y -, and z -directional
position of the grasp point of the ith nger and xio ,
yio , and zio denote the center position of F GR in the
ith nger, respectively.
Consequently, the uncertainty grasp index is minimized if all ngers grasp the center of feasible grasp
regions.

Even though the grasp polygons bde, bdf, and def
in Figure 2 are comparably stable, it is not easy to
classify one of them as the most stable grasp polygon.
In this case, we can determine better grasp points b y
estimating the position sensitivit yas the location of
eac h grasp point changes. The polygon including the
extreme point near the edge may be more unstable.
F or example, Figure 4(b) is more stable than Figure
4(a). Thus, in order to estimate the position sensitivity of the grasp points, w e de ne the following uncertain ty grasp index, given by IU ,
=

p2

Finger 3

2.2 Uncertainty Grasp Index

IU

p1

p3

which represents the sum of the di erence betw een
the inner angle giv en in the ith grasp point and the
average angle when the grasp polygon has the most ill
conditioned shape such as line.
Consequently, the stabilit y grasp index is minimized if a grasp polygon has a regular polygon structure.
Note that since the de ned stabilit y grasp index
only consider the shape of achiev able grasp polygons,
there exists many polygons of same kind. Thus, another grasp index is necessary to classify more stable
grasp points.

nf
1 X
i

Finger 3

(a)

and  denotes the average angle of all inner angles of
the grasp polygon and max is de ned as
nf
X

Finger 2

q1

where nf denotes the number of ngers, and i is the
inner angle of the ith grasp point,
 =

FGR 2

2.3 Maximum F orce T ransmissionRatio
Index
When an object grasped by multi- ngered hands is
being manipulated, the force transmission capability
of the hand is associated with the grasp geometry of
the hand and the con guration of each nger. Thus,
for e ective manipulation of grasped object, it is reasonable to select the grasp point of eac h nger in such
a way to maximize the force transmission ratio.
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where o min and o max denote the minimum and
maximum values of the square root of the singular
value of [Gfo ][Gfo ]T , respectively.
Rearranging (8), we have
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Figure 5: P eg-in-hole task b y using multi- ngered
hand.
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2.5 Sti ness Mapping-Based
Isotropy Index

Then, the force transmission ratio betw een the operational space and the ngertip space is expressed as
o

;

(12)

T
T
where min
and max
denote the minimum and maximum values of the square root of the singular value of
[Gfo ][Gfo ]T , respectively.
Specially, the task isotrop yindex approaches 1.0
at isotropic con guration and is equal to zero at the
singular grasp geometry. Thus, maximizing this index
is desirable.

Substituting (3) into (4), Eq. (4) can be rewritten

kT k =

=

max

When an object is being manipulated b y multingered hands, the precise position or force control
may not be guaranteed in part if any nger lies near
singular position. Isotrop y index is useful to measure
this con guration. The task isotropy index is de ned
as

(5)

:

o

2.4 T askIsotropy Index

where To 2 Rn1 denotes the dynamic forces and moments in the operational space including the inertial
load and external load, Tf 2 Rm:nf 1 ngertip force
vector in the ngertip space, and [Gfo ] 2 Rm:nf n
Jacobian matrix. Here, m denotes the dimension of
wrench transmitted through each contact point.
T o de ne the force transmission ratio betw een the
operational space and the ngertip space, we rst dene the norm of the operational force, kTo k, and that
of the ngertip space, kTf k, as follo ws:
1

(4)
kTok = ToT To 2 ;
f

f
max

1

=

f
f
and here, o min
and o max
denote the minimum and
maximum force transmission ratios between the operational space and the ngertip space, respectively.
It is remarked that if the maximum force transmission ratio is minimized, the resultant load at the
ngertip is minimized.

Consider a peg-in-hole task given in Figure 5. The
force relation betw eenthe operational space and the
ngertip space is given b y
To = [Gfo ]T Tf ;
(3)

kT k =

f

min

kT k
kT k

Grasp

The sti ness(or compliance) characteristic is fundamental property for v arious contact tasks. Thus, w e

o

f
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where (I~S )w1 ; (I~U )w2 ; (I~F T R )w3 ; (I~T ASK )w4 , and
(I~ST I F F )w5 denote the normalized stability grasp index, uncertainty grasp index, maximum force transmission ratio index, task isotrop y index, and sti ness mapping-based grasp isotropy index, respectively.
The weighting factors denoted b y wi (i = 1; 2;    ; 5)
are set as greater than or equal to 1.0.
Since the stabilit y grasp index, uncertainty grasp
index, and maximum force transmission ratio index
should be minimized, their normalized indices are dened as

consider the sti ness mapping betw een the operational
space and the ngertip space.
In general, grasping and manipulation of an object
grasped by multi- ngered hands is not easy due to the
coupling among ngers and/or join ts. Recently, an
independent nger-based compliance control has been
proposed to eliminate the nger coupling e ect[13].
The sti ness relation between the operational space
and the ngertip space can be expressed as
[K o ] = [Gfo ]T [K f ][Gfo ];

(13)

where [K o ] and [K f ] denote the desired operational
sti ness matrix and the ngertip sti ness matrix, respectively.
An alternative independent sti ness form of (13)
can be represented b y
Koo
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2.6 Non-Dimensionalized
Grasp Index

I~U
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IU ;max IU
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:

g

(19)

min

On the other hand, the task iostropy index and the
sti ness mapping-based grasp index should be maximized. Thus, those normalized indices can be obtained as follows, respectively,

where 
and 
denote the minimum and maximum values of the square root of the singular value of
[B of ][B of ]T , respectively.
This index will be very useful for e ective pegin/out-hole tasks shown in Figure 5.
S
min

=

and

(14)

where Koo and Kf f denote the independent sti ness
elements in the operational and ngertip spaces, respectively. [B of ] denotes the sti ness mapping matrix
betw een the operational space and the ngertip space.
It is a function of grasp geometry. To evaluate the
qualit y of the selected grasp points for e ective compliant tasks, we de ne the sti ness mapping-based grasp
isotrop y index as follows:
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Then, w e dev elop the data base of the nondimensionalized composite grasp index b y selecting
the minimum values of all normalized grasp indices
for each grasp points. Finally, w e can choose the
optimal grasp points b y choosing the largest nondimensionalized composite grasp index in the data
base.

Composite

The physical meanings of the de ned grasp indices inthe previous sections are di eren t from each
other. So, a generalized grasp index is necessary to
evaluate a given grasp geometry. T erano, et al.,[14 ]
and Wood[15] proposed a design procedure re ecting
fuzzy algorithm. They employ a normalized procedure
which rearrange each performance index from 0 to 1
as the task-based preference information.
Now, w e de ne a non-dimensionalized composite
grasp index IW CG which evaluates the selected grasp
geometry b y aggregating all the individual grasp indices as one measure, given by
IW C G = minf(I~S )w1 ; (I~U )w2 ; (I~F T R )w3 ;
(I~T ASK )w4 ; (I~ST I F F )w5 g;
(16)

3

Simulation Results

In this section, simulations are performed to show
the feasibility of the proposed grasp index. Consider
a tw o-dimensional assembly task using three- ngered
hand. The grasp range of eac h nger is indicated in
T able 1, where the x- and y -directional coordinates
denote the distances from the operational space to the
ngertip space in Figure 5.
In the rst simulation, we search the optimal grasp
points for a peg-in-hole task shown in Figure 5 and
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F rom Figure 6, w e can con rm that the 1149th
grasp sample point is the optimal grasp point.
Now, to discuss the trend of the proposed
grasp indices, consider the optimal grasp polygon
and the neighborhood of optimal point. Table 2
presents the evaluated non-dimensionalized composite grasp indices for several grasp polygons, where the
positions(x; y ) of ngers 1 and 3 are ( 0.03, 0.034)
and (0.0, 0.1), respectively.

Table 1: Grasp region of each nger(unit: m)
Finger
1
2
3

x-axis
initial end
0:03
0:03
0:03
0:03
0:02
0:02

y-axis
initial end
0:07
0:03
0:07
0:04
0:1
0:1

Ref.
Fig. 5
Fig. 7

also, w ediscuss the trend of the proposed grasp indices. In this simulation, 11 grasp points for eac h nger are c hosen as the candidates of the optimal grasp
points, and the weigh ting factorswi (i = 1;    ; 5) are
set as 1.0, 1.5, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, respectively. T o be speci c,
the weigh ting factor of the uncertainty grasp index is
set relativ ely greater than the others. When the feasible grasp region for each nger is given b y Figure 7,
the non-dimensionalized composite grasp indices for
all achiev able grasp points can be shown in Figure 8.

T able2: Ev aluatednon-dimensionalized grasp index
for eac h grasp polygon
Grasp
polygon
p1 p2a p3
p1 p2b p3
p1 p2c p3
p1 p2d p3
p1 p2e p3

pos. of nger 2
(x,y)[m]
0.03, 0.061
0.03, 0.058
0.03, 0.055
0.03, 0.052
0.03, 0.049

IW CG

Remarks

0.465
0.544
0.628
0.544
0.465

Fig. 7

F rom Table 2, we can notice that p1 p2c p3 is selected
as the optimal grasp polygon which is coincident to intuition. Also, note that the non-dimensionalized composite grasp index of the grasp polygon p1 p2a p3 is the
same as that of the grasp polygon p1 p2e p3 . How ev er,
ev en though the non-dimensionalized composite grasp
indices are identical, the individual grasp index may
di er from each other. The normalized grasp indices
for the grasp polygons are illustrated in Table 3.
Stability

Figure 6: Non-dimensionalized composite grasp index
for all grasp points.
Stiffness
Isotropy

Uncertainty

Y

O

p1 p2 a p3

(0.03, - 0.04)

p1

p2e
p2d
p2c
p2b
p2a

( -0.03, -0.03)

Finger 1
( -0.03, -0.07)
( - 0.02, - 0.1)

Task
Isotropy

X

Force
Transmission
Ratio

p1 p2b p3
p1 p2 c p3

Finger 2

p1 p2 d p3
p1 p2 d p3

(0.03, - 0.07)

p3

(0 .0 2 , - 0 .1)

Figure 8: Normalized grasp indices as the grasp
points.

FGR

Finger 3

F rom Figure 8 and Table 3, w e can observe that
the sti ness isotropy is the largest in the grasp polygon

Figure 7: Grasp points and polygons.
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T able 4illustrates the optimal grasp positions according to the speci ed weighting factor. In T able
4, xj and yj denote the x- and y -directional coordinates which represent the distances from the operational space to the ngertip space in Figure 9.
In Figure 9, the current grasp positions of the ngers represent the optimal grasp positions when emplo ying the same w eighting factors for all grasp indices. When the w eighting factor for the stabilit y
grasp index is increased as 4.0, it is seen that the 3rd
nger moves to the left-direction. Thus, the grasped
geometry approaches to the shape of regular polygon.
This represents more stable con guration. Also, w e
can observe that the 1st nger moves downward from
the current grasp position if the weighting factor for
the uncertainty grasp index
is relativ ely large. Since
the more a grasp position lies near the center of each
feasible grasp region, the more the position sensitivity
is insensible. Thus, this trend is natural.

T able 3:Normalized grasp indices for each grasp polygon
Grasp
I~S
I~U
I~F T R I~T ASK I~ST I F F
polygon
p1 p2a p3 0.594 0.600 0.746
0.671
0.868
p1 p2b p3 0.647 0.667 0.755
0.683
0.831
p1 p2c p3 0.662 0.733 0.769
0.698
0.782
p1 p2d p3 0.682 0.667 0.785
0.718
0.723
p1 p2e p3 0.708 0.600 0.805
0.743
0.658
p1 p2a p3 , and the grasp polygon p1 p2c p3 has the largest
uncertainty grasp index. The other indices ha ve the
largest v alues in the grasp polygonp1 p2e p3 .
Consequently, it is concluded that the grasp polygon p1 p2c p3 is selected as the optimal grasp polygon
because this polygon imposes relatively large weigh ting factor on the uncertainty grasp index. Also, we can
recognize that all grasp indices of the grasp polygon
p1 p2c p3 are well-balanced in comparison to the others.
Speci cally, since the position of nger 2 is located at
the nearest cen ter of the feasible grasp region, it is
natural to have the largest uncertainty grasp index in
the grasp polygon p1 p2c p3 . T able3 also shows that
there exists a trade-o betw een grasp indices.So, the
proposed non-dimensionalized composite grasp index
is useful when determining the optimal grasp by using
task-based weigh ting factor.
Next, consider another peg-in-hole task of L-t ype
object as shown in Figure 9. In this example, to
nd the optimal grasp positions for the giv en task,
w eanalyze the optimal grasp positions according to
the w eigh ting factor.P articularly, the feasible grasp
region of nger 2 is limited because nger 2 is possible
to collide with the under-edge of the hole.

T able 4:Optimal grasp positions by using the weighting factors
Weighting factors
wi (i = 1;    ; 5)
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0
4.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0
1.0,4.0,1.0,1.0,1.0
1.0,1.0,4.0,1.0,1.0

f oy

1.0,1.0,1.0,4.0,1.0

K oyy

YO

K off

To

t of

O1

( - 0.1, - 0.03)

XO

1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,4.0

f ox

ZO
(-0.04, - 0.04)

Finger 1

Z

( - 0.09, - 0.1)

X

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

xj ; yj

0:1;
0:04;
0:066;
0:1;
0:04;
0:078;
0:1;
0:04;
0:066;
0:1;
0:04;
0:066;
0:1;
0:04;
0:062;
0:1;
0:04;
0:066;

0:038
0:055
0:1
0:038
0:055
0:1
0:046
0:055
0:1
0:03
0:055
0:1
0:03
0:052
0:1
0:03
0:055
0:1

IW C G

0.6184
0.6105
0.4671
0.5058
0.4409
0.5059

On the other hand, to select the optimal grasp position with respect to the force transmission ratio or
sti ness mapping-based grasp indices, we can recommend that the 1st nger should grasp the upper position from the current grasp position. In fact, this
con guration is adequate to support large operational
forces in the assembly task in comparison to the previous case. Also, w e can obtain the optimal grasp

Finger 2

Y
( - 0.1, - 0.07)

Koxx

Grasp positions[m]

j

( -0.04, -0.07)

( - 0.05, - 0.1)

Finger 3

Figure 9: P eg-in-hole task with L-type object.
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positions for considering the given task isotropy grasp
index.
Through the analysis, it is concluded that w e can
e ectively choose the desired grasp position for the
given task by properly selecting the weigh ting factors.
Consequently, to maintain strong uncertainty grasp
con guration, it is desired that a multi- ngered hand
should grasps the center position of each feasible grasp
regions. Also, in the case of requiring large operational
forces in the assembly task, it is necessary to assign
a relatively large weigh ting for the force transmission
ratio. How ev er, selection of thew eigh ting factors for
the given tasks is still an open research problem.

4 Concluding Remarks
This paper proposes a new non-dimensionalized
composite grasp index to choose the optimal grasp
point in grasping and manipulation tasks using multingered hands. Through the simulations for the tw odimensional assembly tasks using three- ngered hand,
w e illustrated the feasibility of the proposed generalized grasp index comparing to the physical sense of
h uman grasping. The developed non-dimensionalized
composite grasp index can be easily extended to consider some other indices and also can be applied to
multiple robotic tasks. Contin uously, coordination of
hands and arm and also development of kinematic indices associate with this problem will be future research area.
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